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TRAPEZOIDAL NUMBERS, DIVISOR FUNCTIONS, AND A
PARTITION THEOREM OF SYLVESTER
MELVYN B. NATHANSON
To Krishnaswami Alladi on his 60th birthday
Abstract. A partition of a positive integer n is a representation of n as
a sum of a finite number of positive integers (called parts). A trapezoidal
number is a positive integer that has a partition whose parts are a decreasing
sequence of consecutive integers, or, more generally, whose parts form a finite
arithmetic progression. This paper reviews the relation between trapezoidal
numbers, partitions, and the set of divisors of a positive integer. There is also
a complete proof of a theorem of Sylvester that produces a stratification of the
partitions of an integer into odd parts and partitions into disjoint trapezoids.
1. Partition theorems of Euler and Sylvester
Let N, N0, and Z denote, respectively, the sets of positive integers, nonnegative
integers, and integers. A partition of a positive integer n is a representation of n
as a sum of a finite number of positive integers (called parts), written in decreasing
order. The usual left-justified Ferrers diagram of the partition
n = a1 + a2 + · · ·+ ak
with
a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ ak ≥ 1
consists of k rows of dots, with ai dots on row i. For example, the Ferrers diagram
of the partition
57 = 11 + 11 + 11 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 5
is
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
Perhaps the best known result about partitions is the following theorem of Euler.
Theorem 1 (Euler). The number of partitions of n into odd parts equals the number
of partitions of n into distinct parts.
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Proof. Let podd(n) denote the number of partitions of n into odd parts, and let
pdis(n) denote the number of partitions into distinct parts. A deceptively simple
proof uses formal power series:
∞∑
n=0
podd(n)q
n =
∞∏
n=1
1
1− q2n−1 =
∞∏
n=1
1− q2n
(1− q2n−1)(1 − q2n)
=
∞∏
n=1
1− q2n
1− qn =
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)(1 + qn)
1− qn
=
∞∏
n=1
(1 + qn) =
∞∑
n=0
pdis(n)q
n.
This argument is valid only after one understands infinite products, inversion, and
composition of formal power series. 
Every positive integer n has a unique g-adic representation in the form n =∑∞
i=0 εig
i, where εi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , g−1} for i ∈ N0 and εi = 0 for all sufficiently large
i. Glaisher [11] generalized Euler’s theorem by using the uniqueness of the g-adic
representation. Theorem 1 is the special case g = 2.
Theorem 2 (Glaisher). Let g ≥ 2. The number of partitions of n into parts not
divisible by g equals the number of partitions of n such that every part occurs less
than g times.
Proof. Every positive integer a can be written uniquely in the form a = gvs, where
s is not divisible by g. Sylvester calls s the nucleus of a. A partition of n in which
every part occurs at most g − 1 times can be written uniquely in the form
(1) n = ε1a1 + · · ·+ εkak
where the parts a1, . . . , ak are pairwise distinct and εi ∈ {1, . . . , g − 1} for i =
1, . . . , k. Let
ai = g
visi = si + · · ·+ si︸ ︷︷ ︸
gvi summands
where si is the nucleus of ai. The nuclei s1, . . . , sk are not necessarily distinct. Let
S = {s1, . . . , sk}. For each s ∈ S, let
δ(s) =
∑
i∈{1,...,k}
si=s
εig
vi .
Then
n = ε1a1 + · · ·+ εkak
= ε1g
v1s1 + · · ·+ εkgvksk
= s1 + · · ·+ s1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ε1g
v1 summands
+ · · ·+ sk + · · ·+ sk︸ ︷︷ ︸
εkg
v
k summands
=
∑
s∈S

 ∑
i∈{1,...,k}
si=s
εig
vi

 s
=
∑
s∈S
δ(s)s.
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Thus, from the partition (1) of n into parts occurring less than g times we have
constructed a partition of n as a sum of integers not divisible by g.
Conversely, let n =
∑
s∈S δ(s)s be a partition of n with parts in a set S of
integers not divisible by g, and where each s ∈ S has multiplicity δ(s). Consider
the g-adic representation
δ(s) =
∑
i∈Is
εig
i
where εi ∈ {1, . . . , g − 1}. If (i1, s1) 6= (i2, s2), then gi1s1 6= gi2s2 and so
n =
∑
s∈S
δ(s)s =
∑
s∈S
∑
i∈Is
εig
is
is a partition of n into distinct parts gis with multiplicities at most g − 1. These
two partition transformations are inverse maps, and establish a one-to-one corre-
spondence between partitions into parts not divisible by g and parts occurring with
multiplicities less than g. 
Sylvester [21, sections 45–46] discovered and proved a different, very beautiful,
and insufficiently known generalization of Euler’s theorem. We prove this theorem
in Section 4.
2. Trapezoidal numbers
For integers k ∈ N, t ∈ N0, and a ∈ Z, the finite arithmetic progression with
length k, difference t, and first term a is the set
(2) {a, a+ t, a+ 2t, . . . , a+ (k − 1)t}.
The sum of this arithmetic progression is
(3) sk,t(a) =
k−1∑
i=0
(a+ it) = ka+
k(k − 1)t
2
.
The integer a is the smallest element of the set (2) because t ≥ 0.
Let t ∈ N0. A positive integer n is a k-trapezoid with difference t if it is the sum
of a finite arithmetic progression of integers of length k and difference t, that is, if
it can can be represented in the form (3) for integers k ∈ N, t ∈ N0, and a ∈ Z.
A trapezoid with difference t is a k-trapezoid with difference t for some k ∈ N. A
k-trapezoid is a k-trapezoid with difference 1. For example, every odd integer is
a 2-trapezoid, because 2n − 1 = (n − 1) + n. A trapezoid is an integer that is a
k-trapezoid for some k, that is, an integer that can be represented as the sum of a
strictly decreasing sequence of consecutive integers.
A k-trapezoid with difference t is positive if a ≥ 1 and nonpositive if a ≤ 0. If a
is positive, then the Ferrers diagram of this partition of n has a trapezoidal shape.
For example, 32 = 11 + 9 + 7 + 5 is a positive 4-trapezoid with difference 2. Its
Ferrers diagram is
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • •
• • • • •
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Every positive integer n has a trivial positive trapezoidal representation with
length 1 and difference 1, namely, n = n. Sylvester [22] and Mason [16] proved that
a positive integer n is a k-trapezoid for some k ≥ 2 if and only if n is not a power
of 2, and that the number of positive trapezoidal representations of n is exactly the
number of odd positive divisors of n. Bush [9] extended this result to trapezoidal
representations with difference t. We prove their theorems below.
In Section 4 we show how a special case of a partition theorem of Sylvester
establishes another bijection between the number of trapezoidal representations of
n and the number of positive odd divisors of n.
For every positive integer n, let Φt(n) denote the number of representations of n
as a trapezoid with difference t, and let Φ+t (n) denote the number of representations
of n as a positive trapezoid with difference t. Thus,
Φt(n) = |{(k, a) ∈ N× Z : sk,t(a) = n}|
Φ+t (n) = |{(k, a) ∈ N×N : sk,t(a) = n}|
For t = 1, these functions count partitions into consecutive integers.
Let d(n) denote the number of positive divisors of n, and let d1(n) denote the
number of odd positive divisors of n. Let d(n, θ) denote the number of positive
divisors d of n such that d < θ. If n/2 < k ≤ n, then
d(n, k) = d(n, n) = d(n)− 1.
Let [x] denote the integer part of the real number x.
Lemma 1. Let t and n be positive integers. For every positive integer k, there
is at most one representation of n as a sum of a k-term arithmetic progression of
integers with difference t.
Proof. This is true because the function sk,t(a) defined by (3) is a strictly increasing
function of a. 
Theorem 3. Let t be an even positive integer. For every positive integer n,
(4) Φt(n) = d(n)
and
(5) Φ+t (n) = d(n, θ)
where
θ =
1
2
+
√
2n
t
+
1
4
.
Proof. For every positive divisor k of n,
ak,t(n) =
n
k
− (k − 1)t
2
is an integer and
sk,t (ak,t(n)) =
k−1∑
i=0
(
n
k
− (k − 1)t
2
+ it
)
= n.
Moreover, if k and d are distinct positive divisors of n, then ak,t(n) 6= ad,t(n). Thus,
d(n) ≤ Φt(n).
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Conversely, if n is the sum of a k-term arithmetic progression with even difference
t and first term a, then
n = sk,t(a) = k
(
a+
(k − 1)t
2
)
and so k is a positive divisor of n and a = ak,t(n). Thus, Φt(n) ≤ d(n), and
so there is a one-to-one correspondence between the positive divisors of n and
representations of n as a sum of a finite arithmetic progression with difference t.
This proves (4).
Let n =
∑k−1
i=0 (a+ it). The first term a = ak,t(n) is positive if and only if
n
k
>
(k − 1)t
2
or, equivalently,
k <
1
2
+
√
2n
t
+
1
4
.
This proves (5). 
Lemma 2. Let t be an odd positive integer. Let n be a positive integer, and let
sk,t(a) = n for some integer a and some positive integer k. If k is odd, then k is
an odd positive divisor of n. If k is even, then 2n/k is an odd positive divisor of n.
Proof. If k is odd, then (k − 1)/2 is an integer and the identity
n = sk,t(a) = ka+
k(k − 1)t
2
= k
(
a+
(k − 1)t
2
)
implies that k is a positive divisor of n.
If k is even, then d = 2a+ (k − 1)t is odd and the identity
n =
k
2
(2a+ (k − 1)t)
implies that 2n/k = 2a+ (k − 1)t is an odd positive divisor of n. This completes
the proof. 
Theorem 4. Let t be an odd positive integer. For every odd positive divisor k of n,
there is exactly one representation of n as a sum of a k-term arithmetic progression
of integers with difference t, and there is exactly one representation of n as a sum
of a (2n/k)-term arithmetic progression of integers with difference t.
The number of representations of n as a t-trapezoid is
Φt(n) = 2d1(n).
Proof. Let k be a odd positive divisor of n, and let n = kq. If k = 2e+ 1, then
(6) n =
e∑
i=−e
(q + it)
is a representation of n as a sum of an arithmetic progression with difference t,
length k, and first term
(7) ak,t(n) = q − et = n
k
− (k − 1)t
2
.
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Let
(8) bk,t(n) =
n
2q
− (2q − 1)t
2
=
k + t
2
− nt
k
.
Then bk,t(n) is an integer, and
(9) n =
2q−1∑
i=0
(bk,t(n) + it)
is a representation of n as a sum of an arithmetic progression with difference t,
length 2q = 2n/k, and first term bk,t(n). Applying Lemma 2, we see that there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the odd positive divisors of n and the
representations of n as a sum of an arithmetic progression with difference t and
odd length, and there is also a one-to-one correspondence between the odd positive
divisors of n and the representations of n as a sum of an arithmetic progression
with difference t and even length. This completes the proof. 
For example, the only odd positive divisor of 1 is 1, and so Φt(1) = 2d1(1) = 2.
The two representations of 1 as a sum of a finite arithmetic progression with odd
difference t are 1 = 1 and
1 =
(
1− t
2
)
+
(
1 + t
2
)
.
The only odd positive divisor of 2 is 1, and so Φt(2) = 2d1(1) = 2. The two
representations of 2 as a sum of a finite arithmetic progression with odd difference
t are 1 = 1 and
2 =
(
1− 3t
2
)
+
(
1− t
2
)
+
(
1 + t
2
)
+
(
1 + 3t
2
)
.
The trapezoidal representations with odd difference t of an odd prime p are
p =
p− t
2
+
p+ t
2
=
p−1∑
i=0
(
1 +
(2i− p+ 1)t
2
)
=
2p−1∑
i=0
1 + (2i− 2p+ 1)t
2
.
Thus, the four trapezoidal representations with difference 3 of the prime 5 are
5 = 1 + 4
= (−5) + (−2) + 1 + 4 + 7
= (−13) + (−10) + (−7) + (−4) + (−1) + 2 + 5 + 8 + 11 + 14.
Theorem 5. For every positive integer n,
Φ+1 (n) = d1(n).
In particular, Φ+1 (n) = 1 if and only if n is a power of 2.
Equivalently, the positive integer n is a sum of k ≥ 2 consecutive positive integers
if and only if n is not a power of 2.
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Proof. Let k be an odd positive divisor of n. The identities
ak,1(n) =
n
k
− (k − 1)
2
and bk,1(n) =
k + 1
2
− n
k
imply that
ak,1(n) + bk,1(n) = 1
and so exactly one of the integers ak,1(n) and bk,1(n) is positive. Thus, for each odd
positive divisor k of n there is exactly one sequence of consecutive positive integers
that sums to n. This proves that Φ+1 (n) = d1(n). 
Theorem 6. For every odd positive integer t, let
θt(n) =
√
2n
t
+
1
4
+
1
2
and ψt(n) =
√
2nt+
(
t− 2
2
)2
−
(
t− 2
2
)
.
The number of representations of n as a positive trapezoid with difference t is
(10) Φ+t (n) = d1(n) + d1(n, θt(n))− d1(n, ψt(n)).
Proof. Let k be an odd divisor of n. All of the summands in the length k represen-
tation (6) are positive if and only if ak,t(n) > 0, or, equivalently, k < θt(n). The
number of such divisors is d1(n, θt(n)).
All of the summands in the length 2n/k representation (9) are positive if and
only if bk,t(n) > 0 or, equivalently, k ≥ ψt(n). The number of such divisors is
d1(n)− d1(n, ψt(n)). This completes the proof. 
Note that if t = 1, then θ1(n) = ψ1(n), and so, for every odd divisor k of n,
exactly one of the inequalities k < θ1(n) and k ≥ ψ1(n) will hold. This gives
another proof that Φ+1 (n) = d1(n).
In a Comptes Rendus note in 1883, Sylvester [22] proved that “. . . le nombre de
suites de nombres conse´cutifs dont la somme est N est e´gal au nombre de diviseurs
impairs de N.” This result (Theorem 5) has been rediscovered many times. A
special case is in Number Theory for Beginners [25] by Andre´ Weil: Problem III.4
is to prove that an “integer > 1 which is not a power of 2 can be written as the
sum of 2 or more consecutive integers.”
MacMahon [15, vol. 2, p. 28] used generating functions to prove Theorem 5.
Here is a nice generalization. Let Φ+1,0(n) (resp. Φ
+
1,1(n)) denote the number
of representations of n as the sum of an even (resp. odd) number of consecutive
positive integers. Thus,
Φ+1 (n) = Φ
+
1,0(n) + Φ
+
1,1(n).
Andrews, Jime´nez-Urroz, and Ono [7] proved analytically that
Φ+1,0(n)− Φ+1,1(n) = d(n,
√
2n)− d(n,
√
(n/2)).
Chapman [10] gave a combinatorial proof of this result.
3. Hook numbers and the Durfee square
Before describing Sylvester’s algorithm, we recall some properties of the Durfee
square of a partition of a positive integer n. Let
(11) n = r1 + · · ·+ rk
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be a partition of n into k positive and decreasing parts. We have r1 ≥ 1. Let s
be the greatest integer such that rs ≥ s. The square array of s2 dots in the upper
left corner of the Ferrers graph is called the Durfee square of the partition, and
the positive integer s is the side of the Durfee square. If s + 1 ≤ i ≤ k, then
ri ≤ rs+1 ≤ s and all of the dots on the ith row of the Ferrers graph lie on the first
s columns of the graph. It follows that every dot in the Ferrers graph lies on one
of the first s rows or on one of the first s columns of the graph. Therefore, the row
numbers r1, . . . , rs and the column numbers c1, . . . , cs determine the partition (11).
We extend this observation as follows.
Lemma 3. Let s1 and s2 be positive integers, and let (ri)
s1
i=1 and (cj)
s2
j=1 be se-
quences of integers such that
r1 ≥ r2 ≥ · · · ≥ rs1 ≥ s2
and
c1 ≥ c2 ≥ · · · ≥ cs2 ≥ s1.
The positive integer
n =
s1∑
i=1
ri +
s2∑
j=1
cj − s1s2
has a unique partition with parts r1, . . . , rs1 , rs1+1, . . . , rc1 , where, for i = s1 +
1, . . . , c1,
ri = max(j : cj ≥ i).
If s1 = s2 = s, then the Durfee square of this partition has side s, and the row
numbers r1, . . . , rs and column numbers c1, . . . , cs determine the partition.
Proof. Note that
n =
s1∑
i=1
ri +
s2∑
j=1
(cj − s1) ≥
s1∑
i=1
ri ≥ s1s2.
Construct the Ferrers diagram with ri dots on row i for i = 1, . . . , s1, and with cj
dots on column j for j = 1, . . . , s2. The Ferrers diagram has c1 rows, and so the
partition of n has c1 parts. For i = s1 + 1, . . . , c1, there is a dot on the jth column
of row i if and only if j ≤ s2 and cj ≥ i. Therefore, ri = max(j : cj ≥ i) ≤ s2.
If s1 = s2 = s, then rs+1 = rs1+1 ≤ s2 ≤ rs1 = rs, and so this partition has a
Durfee square with side s. This completes the proof. 
The upper left corner of a Ferrers diagram of a partition contains a unique
minimal square array of dots (the Durfee square) whose rows and columns determine
the partition. The upper left corner of a Ferrers diagram also contains minimal
rectangular arrays of dots whose rows and columns determine the partition. The
Ferrers diagram contains a “Durfee rectangle” with sides (s1, s2) if
rs1+1 ≤ s2 ≤ rs1 and cs2+1 ≤ s1 ≤ cs2 .
These Durfee rectangles are not unique. For example, the partition
23 = 5 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1
has Durfee square of side 3, and Durfee rectangles of sides (s1, s2) = (2, 4) and
(s1, s2) = (5, 2).
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ ri, let Ri,j be the set of dots on the ith row that are
on and to the right of the jth dot, and let Ci,j be the set of dots on the jth column
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that are on and below the ith dot. The (i, j)th hook number is the cardinality of
the set Hi,j = Ri,j ∪ Ci,j . The number of dots on row i is ri = |Ri,1|. Denote the
number of dots on column j by cj = |C1,j |. We obtain
|Hi,j | = ri + cj − i− j + 1.
For i = 1, . . . , s, we define the diagonal hook number
hi = |Hi,i| = ri + ci − 2i+ 1.
The set of diagonal hooks {Hi,i : i = 1, . . . , s} partitions the dots in the Ferrers
diagram and produces the hook partition of n:
n = h1 + h2 + · · ·+ hs.
Lemma 4. Let n = r1 + · · ·+ rk be a partition of n, let s be the side of the Durfee
square of the Ferrers diagram of this partition, and let h = h1 + · · · + hs be the
associated hook partition of n. For i = 1, . . . , s− 1,
hi − hi+1 ≥ 2
and
hi − hi+1 = 2
if and only if ri = ri+1 and ci = ci+1.
Proof. For i = 1, . . . , s− 1 we have
hi − hi+1 = (ri + ci − 2i+ 1)− (ri+1 + ci+1 − 2i− 1)
= (ri − ri+1) + (ci − ci+1) + 2
≥ 2.
Moreover, hi − hi+1 = 2 if and only if ri = ri+1 and ci = ci+1. 
For example, the partition into odd parts
57 = 11 + 11 + 11 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 5
has the left-justified Ferrers graph
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
We have 5 = r5 = r6 < 6 and so the Durfee square has side 5 contains 5
2 = 25
dots. The hook partition is
57 = 17 + 15 + 13 + 9 + 3.
Note that the hook partition of a partition does not determine the partition. For
example, the partitions 5 + 2 and 4 + 2+ 1 both have Durfee squares of side 2 and
hook partitions 6 + 1.
• • • • • • • • •
• • • •
•
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Theorem 7. The number of partitions of n into exactly k parts differing by at least
2 is the number of partitions of n− k2 into at most k parts.
Proof. The first construction converts a partition of n − k2 into at most k parts
into a partition of n into exactly k parts differing by at least 2. Let n > k2, and let
n−k2 =∑ki=1 bi be a partition with 1 ≤ r ≤ k and b1 ≥ · · · ≥ br. For r+1 ≤ i ≤ k
we define bi = 0, and for i = 1, . . . , k we define
ai = bi + 2(k − i) + 1.
It follows that
ai − ai+1 = (bi + 2(k − i) + 1)− (bi+1 + 2(k − i− 1) + 1)
= bi − bi+1 + 2 ≥ 0
for i = 1, . . . , k − 1. The identity
k2 =
k∑
i=1
(2i− 1) =
k∑
i=1
(2(k − i) + 1)
implies that
n =
(
n− k2)+ k2 = k∑
i=1
(bi + 2(k − i) + 1) =
k∑
i=1
ai.
This is a partition of n into exactly k parts differing by at least 2.
The second construction converts a partition of n into exactly k parts differing
by at least 2 into a partition of n − k2 into at most k parts. Let n = ∑ki=1 ai be
a partition of n into exactly k parts differing by at least 2. We have ak ≥ 1. If
1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and ai+1 ≥ 2(k − (i + 1)) + 1, then
ai ≥ ai+1 + 2 ≥ (2(k − (i+ 1)) + 1) + 2 = 2(k − i) + 1.
It follows by downward induction that ai ≥ 2(k − i) + 1 and so
bi = ai − (2(k − i) + 1) ≥ 0
for i = 1, . . . , k. We have
k∑
i=1
bi =
k∑
i=1
ai −
k∑
i=1
(2(k − i) + 1) = n− k2.
This is a partition of n− k2 into at most k parts.
It is straightforward to check that the first and second constructions are inverses
of each other. This completes the proof. 
Consider a partition of n whose Ferrers diagram has Durfee square of side s. Let
r1, . . . , rs be the number of dots on the first s rows of the Ferrers diagram, and let
c1, . . . , cs be the number of dots on the first s columns. The Frobenius symbol of
the partition is the 2× s matrix(
r1 − 1 r2 − 2 · · · rs − s
c1 − 1 c2 − 2 · · · cs − s
)
.
Note the rows are strictly decreasing sequences of nonnegative integers, and that
n = s+
s∑
i=1
(ri − 1) +
s∑
i=1
(ci − 1).
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The Frobenius symbol is related to the construction in Lemma 3. See Andrews [3, 4].
4. Sylvester’s algorithm
Sylvester discovered a graphical algorithm, sometimes called the fish-hook method,
that transforms a partition of n with odd parts into a partition of n with distinct
parts, and showed that this transformation is a bijection between the set of par-
titions into odd parts and the set of partitions into distinct parts. Moreover, he
proved that this transformation has the extraordinary property that if the original
partition of n into odd parts contains exactly ℓ different odd integers, then the
new partition of n into distinct parts contains exactly ℓ maximal subsequences of
consecutive integers.
Here is the algorithm. Let
(12) n = a1 + · · ·+ ak
be a partition of n into odd parts, with
(13) a1 ≥ · · · ≥ ak ≥ 1
and
(14) ai = 2ri − 1
for i = 1, . . . , k. Then
(15) r1 ≥ · · · ≥ rk ≥ 1.
Because the summands ai are odd, we can draw a center-justified Ferrers diagram,
and divide it into two sub-diagrams. The major right half consists of the vertical
central line and the dots to its right. The minor left half consists of the dots that
are strictly to the left of the central line. We compute the hook numbers of the
major half, and denote them in decreasing order by h1 > h3 > h5 > · · · . We
compute the hook numbers of the minor half, and denote them in decreasing order
by h2 > h4 > h6 > · · · . We shall prove that h1 > h2 > h3 > h4 > h5 > h6 · · · , and
so the hook numbers create a partition of n into distinct parts.
Before proving this statement, we consider an example:
57 = 11 + 11 + 11 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 5
is a partition into odd parts. The center-justified Ferrers diagram is
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
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The major half is the Ferrers diagram of the partition 32 = 6+6+6+5+3+3+3:
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
The remainder of the original Ferrers diagram is the minor half, associated with
the partition 25 = 5 + 5 + 5 + 4 + 2 + 2 + 2:
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • •
• •
• •
• •
which we rearrange as the Ferrers diagram of the partition 5+5+5+4+2+2+2:
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • •
• •
• •
• •
Note that deleting the first column of the major half produces the minor half.
The Durfee square of the major half consists of 42 = 16 vertices. Every dot in
this diagram lies on one of the first four rows or on one of the first four columns.
We partition the vertices of the major half into the four hooks of the Durfee square
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
and obtain the hook partition
32 = 12 + 10 + 8 + 2.
The minor left half is the major half with the left column removed, and the
Durfee square of the minor half also consists of 16 vertices. Separating the minor
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half into hooks, we obtain
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • •
• •
• •
• •
with hook partition
25 = 11 + 9 + 4 + 1.
Notice that not only are the parts in the hook partitions strictly decreasing, but
they are also interlaced in magnitude. Their union gives a partition of 57 into
distinct parts:
57 = 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 2 + 1.
Thus, the original partition with odd parts has been transformed into a partition
with distinct parts. We also observe that the original partition of 57 used only
the three odd integers 11, 9, and 5, and that the new partition of 57 into dis-
tinct parts consists of three maximal decreasing sequences of consecutive integers:
(12, 11, 10, 9, 8), (4), and (2, 1).
MacMahon [15, vol. 2, pp. 13–14] contains a description of Sylvester’s fish-hook
method. Andrews [3, Section 4] uses the Frobenius symbol of a partition to explain
the fish-hook method.
5. Sylvester’s proof of Euler’s theorem
Theorem 8. Let n be a positive integer, let U(n) be the set of all partitions of n
into odd parts, and V(n) be the set of all partitions of n into distinct parts. The
function f : U(n)→ V(n) defined by Sylvester’s algorithm is a bijection.
Proof. Consider a partition of n into k odd parts of the form (12) – (15). Let s be
the side of the Durfee square of the major half. Every dot in the major half lies on
one of the first s rows or on one of the first s columns. For i = 1, . . . , s, the number
ri of dots on the ith row of the major half satisfies
r1 ≥ · · · ≥ rs ≥ s ≥ rs+1.
For i = 1, . . . , r1, let ci be the number of dots in the ith column of the major
half. Note that rs+1 ≤ s implies that cs+1 ≤ s, and so
k = c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cs ≥ s ≥ cs+1.
For i = 1, . . . , s, we have the hook numbers
(16) hi = ri + ci − 2i+ 1.
By Lemma 4, these numbers satisfy hi − hi+1 ≥ 2 for i = 1, . . . , s− 1.
The minor half of the original Ferrers diagram is exactly the major half with
the first column removed. Therefore, every dot in the minor half lies on one of the
first s rows of the minor half or on one of the first s− 1 columns of the graph. For
i = 1, . . . , c2, let r
′
i = ri − 1 denote the number of dots on the ith row of the minor
half. For i = 1, . . . , r′1, let c
′
i denote the number of dots on the ith column of the
minor half.
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Let s′ be the side of the Durfee square of the minor half. Because
r′s−1 ≥ r′s = rs − 1 ≥ s− 1 ≥ rs+1 − 1 = r′s+1
it follows that s′ = s − 1 or s′ = s, Moreover, s′ = s if and only if rs ≥ s+ 1 and
cs+1 = s. Similarly, s
′ = s− 1 if and only if rs = s and cs+1 = s− 1. .
For i = 1, . . . , s′, there are the hook numbers
(17) h′i = r
′
i + c
′
i − 2i+ 1 = ri + ci+1 − 2i.
By Lemma 4, we have h′i − h′i+1 ≥ 2 for i = 1, . . . , s′ − 1.
If s′ = s, then rs ≥ s+ 1 and cs+1 = s, and so
h′s = rs + cs+1 − 2s = rs − s.
If s′ = s− 1, then rs = s. We define h′s = 0, and again have
h′s = rs − s
and
h′s−1 − h′s = h′s−1 = rs−1 + cs − 2s+ 2
≥ (rs − s) + (cs − s) + 2
≥ 2.
We shall prove that
h1 > h
′
1 > h2 > h
′
2 > · · · > hs > h′s ≥ 0.
For i = 1, . . . , s− 1, we have
hi − h′i = (ri + ci − 2i+ 1)− (r′i + c′i − 2i+ 1)
= (ri − r′i) + (ci − c′i)
= 1 + ci − ci+1
≥ 1.
Also,
hs − h′s = (rs + cs − 2s+ 1)− (rs − s)
= cs − s+ 1 ≥ 1.
For i = 1, . . . , s− 1, we have
h′i − hi+1 = (r′i + c′i − 2i+ 1)− (ri+1 + ci+1 − 2i− 1)
= (ri − 1 + ci+1 − 2i+ 1)− (ri+1 + ci+1 − 2i− 1)
= ri − ri+1 + 1
≥ 1.
Therefore,
(18) n = h1 + h
′
1 + h2 + h
′
2 + · · ·+ hs−1 + h′s−1 + hs + h′s
is a partition into 2s or 2s− 1 distinct positive parts, and we have transformed a
partition with only odd parts to a partition into distinct parts. We shall prove that
this transformation is one-to-one and onto.
Consider a partition of n into 2s distinct nonnegative parts:
n = h1 + h
′
1 + h2 + h
′
2 + · · ·+ hs + h′s
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where
h1 > h
′
1 > h2 > h
′
2 > · · · > hs−1 > h′s−1 > hs > h′s ≥ 0.
If the number of positive parts is even, then h′s ≥ 1. If the number of positive parts
is odd, then h′s = 0.
If this partition is constructed by Sylvester’s algorithm from a partition of n into
odd parts, then there are positive integers r1, r2, . . . , rs and c1, c2, . . . , cs such that
h1 = r1 + c1 − 1
h′1 = r1 + c2 − 2
...
hi = ri + ci − (2i− 1)
h′i = ri + ci+1 − 2i
...
hs = rs + cs − (2s− 1)
h′s = rs − s.
Conversely, given the 2s parts h1, h
′
1, . . . , h
′
s, we can solve these 2s equations re-
cursively, and obtain unique integers r1, . . . , rs, c1, . . . , cs. For i = 1, . . . , s, the
inequality hi > h
′
i implies that
ri + ci − (2i− 1) > ri + ci+1 − 2i
and so
ci ≥ ci+1
For i = 1, . . . , s− 1, the inequality h′i > hi+1 implies that
ri + ci+1 − 2i > ri+1 + ci+1 − (2i+ 1)
and so
ri ≥ ri+1.
Because
rs = h
′
s + s ≥ s
and
cs = hs − rs + 2s− 1
= hs − (h′s + s) + 2s− 1
= hs − h′s + s− 1
≥ s
it follows that r1 ≥ · · · ≥ rs ≥ s and c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cs ≥ s are decreasing sequences of
positive integers.
Thus, every partition into odd parts determines a unique partition into distinct
parts, and every partition into distinct parts can be obtained uniquely from a
partition into odd parts. 
For example, consider the partition
50 = 22 + 17 + 8 + 3.
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We have d = 2 and
22 = r1 + c1 − 1
17 = r1 + c2 − 2
8 = r2 + c2 − 3
3 = r2 − 2.
Solving these equations, we obtain
r2 = 5
c2 = 6
r1 = 13
c1 = 10.
Thus, the major half has 10 rows, of lengths
r1 = 13
r2 = 5
ri = 2 for i = 3, . . . , 6
ri = 1 for i = 7, . . . , 10.
Defining ai = 2ri − 1 for i = 1, . . . , 10, we obtain the following partition of 50 into
odd parts:
50 = 25 + 9 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1.
Note that the partition into distinct parts consists of four maximal sequences of
consecutive integers, and that the corresponding partition into odd parts contains
four distinct odd numbers.
Here is another example:
31 = 9 + 8 + 7 + 4 + 3.
We have d = 3 and
9 = r1 + c1 − 1
8 = r1 + c2 − 2
7 = r2 + c2 − 3
4 = r2 + c3 − 4
3 = r3 + c3 − 5
0 = r3 − 3.
Solving these equations, we obtain
r3 = 3
c3 = 5
r2 = 3
c2 = 7
r1 = 3
c1 = 7.
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Thus, the major half has 7 rows, of lengths
ri = 3 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4
ri = 2 for i = 5, 6, 7.
Defining ai = 2ri − 1 for i = 1, . . . , 7, we obtain the following partition of 31 into
odd parts:
31 = 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 3 + 3.
Note that the partition into distinct parts consists of two maximal sequences of
consecutive integers, and that the corresponding partition into odd parts contains
two distinct odd numbers.
Another example: The partition into distinct parts
30 = 10 + 8 + 7 + 4 + 1
is mapped to the following partition into odd parts:
30 = 9 + 9 + 5 + 3 + 3 + 1.
6. Sylvester’s stratification of Euler’s theorem
For every positive integer n, let podd(n) = |U(n)|, where U(n) is the set of
partitions of n into not necessarily distinct odd parts. Let pdis(n) = |V(n)|, where
V(n) is the set of partitions of n into distinct parts. Euler proved (Theorem 1) that
these two sets have the same cardinality, that is, podd(n) = pdis(n). In the proof
of Theorem 8, we proved that the function f : U(n)→ V(n) defined by Sylvester’s
algorithm is a bijection.
For positive integers n and ℓ, let Uℓ(n) denote the set of partitions of n into not
necessarily distinct odd parts with exactly ℓ distinct odd parts, and let Uℓ(n) =
|Uℓ(n)|. We have
podd(n) =
∞∑
ℓ=1
Uℓ(n).
Similarly, if Vℓ(n) denotes the set of partitions of n into distinct parts and Vℓ(n) =
|Vℓ(n)|, then
pdis(n) =
∞∑
ℓ=1
Vℓ(n).
Sylvester’s “stratification” of Euler’s theorem is that Uℓ(n) = Vℓ(n) for all positive
integers n and ℓ.
For example, the set U3(57) contains the partition
11 + 11 + 11 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 5
which is a partition of 57 into odd parts whose three distinct parts are 11, 9, and
5. Similarly, the set V3(57) contains the partition
12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 2 + 1
which is a partition of 57 with three maximal subsequences of consecutive integers:
(12, 11, 10, 9, 8), (4), and (2, 1).
There are three partitions of 5 into odd parts: 5 = 3+ 1+ 1 = 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1.
The partitions with one distinct part are 5 and 1+ 1+1+1+1, and so U1(5) = 2.
The partition with two distinct parts is 3 + 1 + 1, and so U2(5) = 1.
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There are three partitions of 5 into distinct parts: 5 = 4 + 1 = 3 + 2. The
partitions with one maximal subsequence of consecutive integers are 5 and 3 + 2,
and so V1(5) = 2. The partition with two maximal subsequences of consecutive
integers is 4 + 1, and so V2(5) = 1.
The proof of Sylvester’s theorem uses the following combinatorial observation.
Lemma 5. Let U and V be sets, and let {Ui : i = 1, 2, 3, . . .} and {Vi : i =
1, 2, 3, . . .} be partitions of U and V, respectively. Let f : U → V be a bijection. For
every positive integer ℓ, let fℓ : Uℓ → V be the restriction of f to Uℓ. If fℓ(Uℓ) ⊆ Vℓ
for all ℓ ∈ N, then fℓ : Uℓ → Vℓ is a bijection for all ℓ ∈ N.
Proof. Because f is a bijection, it follows that f is one-to-one, and so fℓ is one-to-
one for all ℓ ∈ N. Let v ∈ Vℓ ⊆ V . Because f is onto, there exists u ∈ U such
that f(u) = v. Because U = ⋃∞i=1 Ui is a partition of U , there is a unique integer j
such that u ∈ Uj . Therefore, v = f(u) = fj(u) ∈ Vj and so v ∈ Vℓ ∩ Vj . Because
V = ⋃∞i=1 Vi is a partition of V , it follows that ℓ = j and u ∈ Uℓ. Therefore,
fℓ : Uℓ → Vℓ is one-to-one and onto. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 9. Let
(19) n = a1 + · · ·+ ak
be a partition of n into k not necessarily distinct odd parts, and let ℓ be the number
of distinct odd parts in this partition. The major-minor hook partition consists of
exactly ℓ pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive integers.
Proof. Let
a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ ak ≥ 1
and, for i = 1, . . . , k, let
ai = 2ri − 1.
We have
r1 ≥ r2 ≥ · · · ≥ rk ≥ 1.
Let ℓ be the number of distinct odd parts in the partition (19). The proof is by
induction on ℓ.
If ℓ = 1, then ai = a1 = 2r1 − 1 for i = 1, . . . , k, and n = ka1. The Ferrers
diagram for the partition is a rectangular array consisting of k rows of a1 dots. The
major half of the diagram is a rectangular array consisting of k rows of r1 dots,
and the minor half is a rectangular array consisting of k rows of r1 − 1 dots. The
Durfee square of the major half has side s = min(k, r1) and the Durfee square of
the minor half has side s′ = min(k, r1 − 1). Let n = h1 + h′1 + h2 + h′2 + · · · be the
major-minor hook partition. By Lemma 4, we have
hi − hi+1 = 2
for i = 1, . . . , s− 1, and
h′i − h′i+1 = 2
for i = 1, . . . , s′ − 1. Because
h1 − h′1 = (r1 + c1 − 1)− (r1 + c1 − 2) = 1
it follows that the parts in the major-minor hook partition of n form a strictly
decreasing sequence of consecutive integers.
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For example, if n = 21 = 7 + 7 + 7, then k = 3, r1 = 4, and the major-minor
hook partition is 21 = 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1. If n = 21 = 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3,
then k = 7, r1 = 2, and the major-minor hook partition is 21 = 8 + 7 + 6.
Let ℓ ≥ 2, and assume that the Theorem is true for partitions into at most ℓ− 1
distinct odd parts. The smallest part in the partition (19) is ak = 2rk − 1. We also
know that ak < a1 because ℓ ≥ 2. If j is the greatest integer such that ak < aj ,
then
1 ≤ rk < rj
ai = ak for i = j + 1, . . . , k
and
(20) m = n− (k − j)ak = a1 + · · ·+ aj
is a partition ofm into odd parts with exactly ℓ−1 distinct parts. By the induction
hypothesis, the Theorem is true for this partition of m.
There are three cases.
Case 1:
j < rk < rj
Because j < rj , both the major and the minor halves of the partition of m have
Durfee squares with side j. Let
(21) m = g1 + g
′
1 + · · ·+ gj + g′j
be the major-minor hook partition for m, where
(22) g1 > g
′
1 > g2 > · · · > gj > g′j.
For i = 1, . . . , j we have
gi = ri + j − 2i+ 1(23)
g′i = ri + j − 2i.(24)
The partition (20) is a partition of m into odd parts with exactly ℓ − 1 distinct
parts. By the induction hypothesis, the major-minor hook partition (21) consists
of exactly ℓ− 1 pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive integers.
Because
j + 1 ≤ rk = rj+1
the Durfee square for the major half of the partition of n has side s = min(k, rk) ≥
j + 1, and the Durfee square for the minor half of the partition of n has side
s′ = min(k, rk − 1) ≥ j. Let
(25) n = h1 + h
′
1 + · · ·+ hj + h′j + hj+1 + · · ·
be the major-minor hook partition for n, where
h1 > h
′
1 > h2 > · · · > hj > h′j > hj+1 > · · · .
For i = 1, . . . , j we have
hi = ri + k − 2i+ 1 = gi + (k − j)(26)
h′i = ri + k − 2i = g′i + (k − j)(27)
It follows that the number of pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive
integers in the sequence (g1, . . . , g
′
1, . . . , gj, g
′
j) of parts in the major-minor hook
partition for m is equal to the number of pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of
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consecutive integers in the sequence (h1, . . . , h
′
1, . . . , hj , h
′
j). For i = j+1, . . . , s we
have
hi = rk + k − 2i+ 1
and for i = j + 1, . . . , s′ we have
h′i = rk + k − 2i.
We observe that, for i > j,
hi − h′i = h′i − hi+1 = 1
and so
(28) (hj+1, h
′
j+1, hj+2, . . .)
is a sequence of consecutive integers. Moreover,
h′j − hj+1 = (rj + k − 2j)− (rk + k − 2j − 1) = rj − rk + 1 ≥ 2
and so (28) is a maximal sequence of consecutive integers in the major-minor hook
partition of n. It follows that the number of pairwise disjoint maximal sequences
of consecutive integers in the major-minor hook partition of n is exactly one more
than the number of pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive integers
in the major-minor hook partition of m. By the induction hypothesis, the latter
partition consists of ℓ − 1 maximal disjoint sequences, and so the partition (25)
consists of ℓ maximal disjoint sequences.
For example, if
n = 49 = 13 + 13 + 9 + 7 + 7
then k = 5, ℓ = 3, and
j = 3 < rk = 4 < rj = 5.
We have k − j = 2 and
m = 35 = 13 + 13 + 9.
The major-minor hook partition for m is
m = 35 = 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 3 + 2
and contains two maximal sequences of consecutive integers: (9, 8, 7, 6) and (3, 2).
The major-minor hook partition for n is
n = 49 = 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 5 + 4 + 2
and contains three maximal sequences of consecutive integers: (11, 10, 9, 8), (5, 4),
and (2). Note that (11, 10, 9, 8) = (9, 8, 7, 6)+ (2, 2, 2, 2) and (5, 4) = (3, 2)+ (2, 2).
Case 2:
rk ≤ j < rj
Because j < rj , the major-minor hook partition ofm satisfies the relations (21), (22), (23),
and (24).
The major and minor halves of the center-justified Ferrers diagram for the par-
tition (19) of n also have Durfee squares with side j. The associated major-minor
hook partition for n, denoted
n = h1 + h
′
1 + · · ·+ h′rk−1 + hrk + h′rk + hrk+1 + · · ·+ h′j
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is a partition into strictly decreasing parts, where
hi =
{
ri + k − 2i+ 1 for i = 1, . . . , rk
ri + j − 2i+ 1 for i = rk + 1, . . . , j.
h′i =
{
ri + k − 2i for i = 1, . . . , rk − 1
ri + j − 2i for i = rk, . . . , j.
Applying (23) and (24), we obtain, for i = 1, . . . , rk − 1,
hi − gi = h′i − g′i = hrk − grk = k − j
and, for i = rk + 1, . . . , j,
hi = gi = ri + j − 2I + 1
and
h′i = g
′
i = ri + j − 2I.
The critical observations are that
h′rk = g
′
rk
= rrk + j − 2rk
grk − g′rk = (rrk + j − 2rk + 1)− (rrk + j − 2rk) = 1
and
hrk − h′rk = (rrk + k − 2rk + 1)− (rrk + k − 2rk)
= k − j + 1 ≥ 2.
These imply that the number of pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive
integers in the major-minor hook partition for n is exactly one more than the
number in the major-minor hook partition for m. By the induction hypothesis,
the hook partition for m contains exactly ℓ − 1 such sequences, and so the hook
partition for n contains exactly ℓ pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive
integers.
For example, if
n = 57 = 11 + 11 + 11 + 9 + 5 + 5 + 5
then k = 7, ℓ = 3 and
r7 = 3 < j = 4 < rj = 5.
We have k − j = 3 and
m = 42 = 11 + 11 + 11 + 9.
The major-minor hook partition for m is
m = 42 = 9 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 2 + 1
and contains two maximal sequences of consecutive integers: (9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4) and
(2, 1). The major-minor hook partition for n is
n = 57 = 12 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 4 + 2 + 1
and contains three maximal sequences of consecutive integers: (12, 11, 10, 9, 8), (4),
and (2, 1). Note that rk = r7 = 3, h3 = 8, g3 = 5, and h
′
3 = g
′
3 = 4.
Case 3:
rk < rj = j
Because rk = rj+1 < rj = j, it follows that the sides of the Durfee squares of the
major halves of the partitions of bothm and n are s = j. Because r′j = rj−1 = j−1
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and r′j−1 = rj−1− 1 ≥ rj − 1 = j− 1, it follows that the sides of the Durfee squares
of the minor halves of the partitions of both m and n are s′ = j − 1. The hook
numbers of the major halves are
gi = ri + j − 2i+ 1 for i = 1, . . . , j
hi =
{
ri + k − 2i+ 1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk
ri + j − 2i+ 1 if rk + 1 ≤ i ≤ j
and so
hi − gi =
{
k − j if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk
0 if rk + 1 ≤ i ≤ j
The hook numbers of the minor halves are
g′i = ri + j − 2i for i = 1, . . . , j − 1
h′i =
{
ri + k − 2i if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1
ri + j − 2i if rk ≤ i ≤ j
and so
h′i − g′i =
{
k − j if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1
0 if rk ≤ i ≤ j
Because
grk − g′rk = (rrk + j − 2rk + 1)− (rrk + j − 2rk) = 1
and
hrk − h′rk = (rrk + k − 2rk + 1)− (rrk + j − 2rk) = k − j + 1 ≥ 2
it follows that the major-minor hook partition for n contains exactly more maximal
sequence of consecutive integers than the hook partition for m.
For example, if
n = 13 = 9 + 3 + 1
then k = ℓ = 3 and
r3 = 1 < rj = 2 = j.
We have k − j = 1 and
m = 12 = 9 + 3.
The major-minor hook partition for m is
m = 12 = 6 + 5 + 1
and contains two maximal sequences of consecutive integers: (6, 5) and (1). The
major-minor hook partition for n is
n = 13 = 7 + 5 + 1
and contains three maximal sequences of consecutive integers: (7), (5), and (1).
Case 4:
rk < rj < j
Let s be the side of the Durfee square of the major half of partition of n. The
inequality rj < j implies that s ≤ j − 1, and so
rk < rj ≤ rs+1 ≤ s < j.
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The side of the Durfee square of the major half of the partition of m is also s. Let
ci be the number of dots in the ith column of the Ferrers diagram of the major half
of the partition of n. We have
gi =
{
ri + j − 2i+ 1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ rj
ri + ci − 2i+ 1 if rj + 1 ≤ i ≤ s
and
hi =


ri + k − 2i+ 1 if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk
ri + j − 2i+ 1 if rk + 1 ≤ i ≤ rj
ri + ci − 2i+ 1 if rj + 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Thus,
hi − gi =
{
k − j if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk
0 if rk + 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Let c′i = ci+1 be the number of dots in the ith column of the minor half of the
partition of n Let s′ denote the side of the Durfee square of the minor half of the
partition of n. If rs ≥ s+ 1, then
r′s = rs − 1 ≥ s ≥ rs+1 > r′s+1
and so
s′ = s.
If rs = s, then
r′s−1 = rs−1 − 1 ≥ rs − 1 = s− 1 = r′s
and so
s′ = s− 1.
In both cases we have rj − 1 ≤ s− 1 ≤ s′ and
g′i =
{
ri + j − 2i if 1 ≤ i ≤ rj − 1
ri + c
′
i − 2i if rj ≤ i ≤ s′
and
h′i =


ri + k − 2i if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1
ri + j − 2i if rk ≤ i ≤ rj − 1
ri + c
′
i − 2i if rj + 1 ≤ i ≤ s′.
Thus,
h′i − g′i =
{
k − j if 1 ≤ i ≤ rk − 1
0 if rk ≤ i ≤ s′.
Because
grk − g′rk = (rrk + j − 2rk + 1)− (rrk + j − 2rk) = 1
and
hrk − h′rk = (rrk + k − 2rk + 1)− (rrk + j − 2rk) = k − j + 1 ≥ 2
it follows that the major-minor hook partition for n contains exactly one more
sequence of consecutive integers than the hook partition for m.
For example, if
n = 50 = 11 + 11 + 9 + 7 + 7 + 5
then k = 6, ℓ = 4, and
r6 = 3 < r5 = 4 < j = 5.
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We have k − j = 1 and
m = 45 = 11 + 11 + 9 + 7 + 7.
The major-minor hook partition for m is
m = 45 = 10 + 9 + 8 + 7 + 5 + 4 + 2
and contains three pairwise disjoint maximal sequences of consecutive integers:
(10, 9, 8, 7), (5, 4), and (2). The major-minor hook partition for n is
n = 50 = 11 + 10 + 9 + 8 + 6 + 4 + 2
and contains four disjoint maximal sequences: (11, 10, 9, 8), (6), (4), and (2).
This completes the proof.

Theorem 10 (Sylvester). For all positive integers n and ℓ,
Uℓ(n) = Vℓ(n).
Proof. By Theorem 9, Sylvester’s one-to-one and onto function f : U(n) → V(n)
maps Uℓ(n) into Vℓ(n). We simply apply Lemma 5 to complete the proof. 
There are several recent proofs of Theorem 10, for example, Andrews [1], An-
drews and Eriksson [6], and Hirschhorn [13]. V. Ramamani and K. Venkatachalien-
gar [20] obtained a combinatorial proof. Their method is discussed in Andrews [2,
pp. 448–449] and [5, pp. 24–25].
For other recent work on trapezoidal numbers, see Apostol [8], Guy [12], Lev-
eque [14], Moser [17], Pong [18, 19], and Tsai and Zaharescu [23, 24].
7. A problem
An odd integer is an integer of the form r + (r − 1). Thus, a partition into odd
parts is a partition into parts, each of which is a sum of two consecutive integers.
A different generalization of Euler’s theorem about partitions into odd parts would
be a theorem about partitions into parts, each of which is a sum of e consecutive
integers, or, equivalently, a sum of e-trapezoids. Thus, we consider positive parts
of the form
ai =
e−1∑
j=0
(ri − j)
with
ri ≥ e
and partitions of the form
n =
k∑
i=1
ai =
k∑
i=1

e−1∑
j=0
(ri − j)

 .
Interchanging summations, we obtain a partition of n into e parts, each of which
inherits a well-defined partition:
n =
e−1∑
j=0
nj
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where
nj =
k∑
i=1
(ri − j).
Partitions into 2-trapezoids (that is, partitions intp odd numbers) are equinumer-
ous with partitions into distinct parts. What kind of partition are in one-to-one
correspondence with partitions into e-trapezoids for e ≥ 3?
Acknowledgement. I thank the referee for providing many references to the cur-
rent literature on Sylvester’s theorem.
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